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General goals

n Optimize development of the area

n Mitigate nuisances that are likely to affect the quality of the environment

n Improve overall accessibility 

n Enhance the waterside roadway and industrial heritage elements
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Planning issues

Following a long period of intense industrial activity, the East Lachine area is in serious decline. Some companies have shut down,
while others have dramatically cut back their operations, so that the area now offers major potential for urban redevelopment. The
redevelopment of a few dozen hectares of land whose uses are to be determined should benefit from the presence of the Lachine
Canal, Notre-Dame Street, Old Lachine and the expressway network. 

The rehabilitation of contaminated sites will probably be one of the biggest challenges in redeveloping the area. Studies are required 
in order to determine the nature of the contamination and the extent of the work required. It is very likely that special funding will be
required for this purpose. 

The nearby expressway and rail networks make this area easily accessible. However, these very structures also isolate the area. 
The redevelopment of the area is an opportunity to break this isolation by extending Victoria Street eastward and creating openings
to the Lachine Canal. Moreover, a detailed study will be necessary to mitigate the congestion problem at the intersection of Musée
Road, Saint-Joseph Boulevard and Sixth Avenue. 

The area is also characterized by the junction, at the end of the Lachine Canal, of sections of the waterside roadway that run along
the river and the Canal’s south bank. This junction should be reconfigured while completing the bikeway network on the north bank
of the Canal. Finally, action is needed to enhance the area’s industrial heritage, composed of an array of different buildings and
engineering works.

Planning guidelines

1 Develop the area in part for employment purposes and create
a new medium-density residential environment along the
Lachine Canal. 

2 Define a new vocation for Saint-Joseph Boulevard compatible
with the projected character of the area.

3 Enhance the railway right-of-way on Victoria Street 
and consider connecting the Canal bikeway to that on 
De Maisonneuve Boulevard.

4 Study the possibility of extending Victoria Street eastward.

5 Integrate the projected street grid with the existing urban form. 

6 Improve traffic flow along Musée Road.

7 Study the possibility of establishing a public transportation
service, such as a modern tramway, light rail system or shuttle
bus, running along the Canal from the Old Port to Lachine.

8 Complete the waterside roadway and bikeway network on either
side of the Lachine Canal.

9 Enhance the area’s industrial heritage.




